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SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING FAULT TOLERANT DATA WAREHOUSING ENVIRONMENT BY TEMPORARY TRANSMITTING DATA TO ALTERNATE DATA WAREHOUSE DURING AN INTERVAL OF PRIMARY DATA WAREHOUSE FAILURE



or more complete copies of the data exists in the mirrored



storage repositories. Accordingly, mirrored storage solutions provide for data recovery in the event that the primary storage



repository fails to replicate previously stored data. However, once the primary storage repository fails, the data warehouse cannot continue to collect new data. Accordingly, any new



data transmitted to the data warehouse would be lost, or the



data processing system may have to shut down. One attempt to provide additional data warehouse fault tolerance, referred to generally as failover support, relates to



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



the use of a clustered database to transfer data to an alternate



collection point in the event of a primary repository failure. In accordance with this embodiment, a database is installed across two or more servers that are linked together, such that



CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION



each server in the clustered database is logically viewed as a



node on the network. To provide for true failover support, the server nodes do not share processing resources. Environ ments in which storage and processing resources are not shared between nodes are generally referred to as “shared



This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional



Application No. 60/371,273, entitled System and Method for Providing A Fault-Tolerant Data Warehouse Environment, and ?led on Apr. 9, 2002. US. Provisional Application No.



20



nothing” architectures. Shared-nothing environments are bet



ter suited to large, complex databases supporting unpredict



60/371,273 is incorporated by reference herein.



able queries, as in data warehousing. Although a shared



nothing environment potentially allows for continued data



FIELD OF THE INVENTION



collection in the event of a failure, the costs involved in



The present invention relates generally to data storage sys tems, and in particular, to a method for providing fault-toler ant data warehousing.



25



providing and maintaining multiple servers for storage redun dancy are prohibitive for many potential users.Accordingly, a clustered database approach may not present an affordable



solution for many data warehouse applications. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



Therefore, there is a need for a resource-e?icient, fault 30



Generally described, most corporate and governmental entities utilize computer systems, computer networks, and integrated devices that generate vast amounts of electronic data. In some cases, data is generated, processed, and dis carded after serving an intended purpose. In other cases, corporate, governmental, or other entities require that data be stored and maintained for future use. Such storage methods and systems may be generically referred to as “archival.” Accordingly, many data generating users look for storage solutions that correspond to the type and amount of data to be archived. A growing category of archival is known as data warehous ing. Data warehousing refers to the various activities involved



tolerant solution for data warehousing that will provide con tinuity of the data warehouse function in the event of a net



work, hardware, or software failure. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 35



A method and system utilizing one or more data generating computing devices as default data warehouses in the event of a primary data warehouse failure are provided. A data ware house provides an environment in which data from one or 40 more data servers in one or more locations, or premises, is



aggregated in a central database. In the event of a system



failure, in which communication between the data warehouse and one or more servers is disrupted, a warehouse ticket ?le,



in the acquisition, management, and aggregation of data from



stored on secure, distributed ticket servers, is used to identify



various sources into a centralized repository, such as a data 45 and initialize at least one of the data servers as a failover data warehouse. Once communication between the premises and base. The database may be hosted by one or more servers, at



its primary data warehouse is restored, the data collected during the failover is transferred to the primary data ware house and purged from the failover data warehouse.



least some of which may be physically proximate. Addition ally, the central data warehouse may be a virtualized central repository in which a number of distributed servers pool and share data. In a typical application, a data warehouse stores



50



broader category of data archival in that the data warehouse maintains the stored data in a static manner. Because ware



housed data cannot be modi?ed (only added to or deleted) it may be used for analysis over time or by type. The data warehouse may also include metadata used to organize and characterize the data. In addition to the ability to store and retrieve data, many database storage solutions also include some type of data restoration process or system that enable



55



method may be implemented in a data collection and process ing system including two or more premises servers for col lecting data and transmitting the data to a primary data ware house. In accordance with the present invention, a premises server obtains a set of data to be transmitted to a primary data



warehouse. The premises server obtains an indication that the



primary data warehouse is inoperable to receive the set of 60



data recovery in the event of a hardware and/or software failure. This is generally referred to as storage recovery. One embodiment for storage recovery relates to “mirrored” stor age solutions in which one or more identical, redundant data



repositories are maintained to replicate, or mirror, the archived data contained in a primary repository. In the event some or all of the data is lost from the primary repository, one



In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a



fault tolerant data warehousing method is provided. The



time-oriented data that may be gathered from disparate sources. Data warehousing may be distinguished from the



data. The premises server then obtains a set of data identifying an alternate data warehouse and transmits the set of data to the identi?ed alternate data warehouse. The alternate data ware house is selected from the two or more premises servers.



In accordance with a further aspect of the present inven 65



tion, a method for providing fault tolerant data warehousing is provided. The method is implemented in a data collection and processing system including two or more premises servers for



collecting data and transmitting the data to a primary data
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warehouse. In accordance with the method, a premises server



another. Communication links within the LANs may be wire



obtains a set of data to be transmitted to a primary data



less, twisted wire pair, coaxial cable, or optical ?ber, while



warehouse and an indication that the primary data warehouse is inoperable to receive the set of data. The premises server



analog telephone lines, 1 Mbps digital T-l lines, 45 Mbps T-3



accesses a database associated with a premises server to obtain an identi?cation of an alternate data warehouse asso



lines or other communications links known to those skilled in the art.



ciated with the premises server. The premises server suspends the transmission of data between the premises server and the



devices can be remotely connected to either the LANs 24 or



communication links between networks may utilize 56 Kbps



Furthermore, computers 28 and other related electronic the WAN 26 via a digital communications device, modem and temporary telephone, or a wireless link. It will be appreciated that the Internet 20 comprises a vast number of such inter connected networks, computers, and routers and that only a small, representative section of the Internet 20 is shown in FIG. 1.



primary data warehouse and transmits premises data to the alternate data warehouse. The alternate data warehouse is selected from the two or more premises servers.



In accordance with a further aspect of the present inven



tion, a system for providing fault tolerant data warehousing is provided. The system includes two or more premises servers in communication with a number of data generating devices.



The Internet has recently seen explosive growth by virtue of its ability to link computers located throughout the world.



The premises servers transmit collected data for storage. The system also includes a primary data warehouse for receiving the collected data from the premises servers. The system further includes a database server in communication with the premises server for providing an identi?cation of an alternate data warehouse upon a failure of the primary data warehouse. The alternate data warehouse is selected from the two or more premises servers.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



As the Internet has grown, so has the WWW. As is appreciated by those skilled in the art, the WWW is a vast collection of



interconnected or “hypertext” documents written in Hyper 20



Text Markup Language (“HTML”), or other markup lan guages, that are electronically stored at or dynamically gen



25



erated by “WWW sites” or “Web sites” throughout the Internet. Additionally, client-side software programs that communicate over the Web using the TCP/IP protocol are part of the WWW, such as JAVA® applets, instant messaging,



e-mail, browser plug-ins, Macromedia Flash, chat and others. Other interactive hypertext environments may include pro prietary environments such as those provided in America



The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advan tages of this invention will become more readily appreciated



Online or other online service providers, as well as the “wire



as the same become better understood by reference to the



following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:



30



ers, especially those in the cellular phone industry. It will be appreciated that the present invention could apply in any such interactive communication environments, however, for pur



FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a representative portion of the



Internet;



poses of discussion, the Web is used as an exemplary inter



FIG. 2A is a block diagram illustrative of a premises



including a premises server, monitoring devices, a number of databases, and a client computer in accordance with the



less Web” provided by various wireless networking provid



35



active hypertext environment with regard to the present invention. A Web site is a server/computer connected to the Internet



present invention;



that has massive storage capabilities for storing hypertext



FIG. 2B is a block diagram illustrative of a fault-tolerant data warehouse architecture including one or more premises,



documents and that runs administrative software for handling



one or more data repositories, and at least one ticket server 40 requests for those stored hypertext documents as well as



dynamically generating hypertext documents. Embedded



formed in accordance with the present invention; FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting an illustrative premises



within a hypertext document are a number of hyperlinks, i.e.,



server architecture formed in accordance with the present



invention; FIG. 4 is a block diagram depicting an illustrative data warehouse architecture formed in accordance with the



45



highlighted portions of text which link the document to another hypertext document possibly stored at a Web site elsewhere on the Internet. Each hyperlink is assigned a Uni form Resource Locator (“URL”) that provides the name of



present invention;



the linked document on a server connected to the Internet.



FIG. 5 is a block diagram depicting an illustrative ticket server architecture formed in accordance with the present



Thus, whenever a hypertext document is retrieved from any Web server, the document is considered retrieved from the



invention; and



50



World Wide Web. Known to those skilled in the art, a Web



server may also include facilities for storing and transmitting application programs, such as application programs written



FIGS. 6A and 6B are ?ow diagrams of an illustrative fault



tolerant data warehouse process implemented in accordance with the present invention.



in the JAVA® programming language from Sun Microsys tems, for execution on a remote computer. Likewise, a Web



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT



55



As described above, aspects of the present invention may be embodied in a WWW or Web site accessible via the Inter net. As is well known to those skilled in the art, the term “Internet” refers to the collection of networks and routers that use the Transmission Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol



(“TCP/IP”) to communicate with one another. A representa tive section of the Internet 20 is shown in FIG. 1, where a plurality of local area networks (“LANs”) 24 and a WAN 26 are interconnected by routers 22. The routers 22 are special purpose computers used to interface one LAN or WAN to



server may also include facilities for executing scripts and other application programs on the web server itself. A remote access user may retrieve hypertext documents from the World Wide Web via a Web browser program. A Web browser, such as Netscape’s NAVIGATOR® or Microsoft’s



60



Internet Explorer, is a software application program for pro viding a user interface to the WWW. Upon request from the remote access user via the Web browser, the Web browser



requests the desired hypertext document from the appropriate 65



web server using the URL for the document and the Hyper Text Transport Protocol (“HTTP”). HTTP is a higher-level



protocol than TCP/IP and is designed speci?cally for the requirements of the WWW. HTTP runs on top of TCP/IP to
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transfer hypertext documents and user-supplied form data



relevant art that additional or alternative monitoring devices



205 corresponding to a speci?c monitoring function may be



between server and client computers. The WWW browser may also retrieve programs from the web server, such as JAVA



practiced with the present invention. Additionally, the device data can include binary, textual, graphical, and any combina tion thereof generated by a monitoring device 205. The device



applets, for execution on the client computer. Finally, the WWW browser may include optional software components, called plug-ins, that run specialized functionality within the



data can include raw data originating from a monitoring



device 205 or data processed by the monitoring device 205 after it is captured, by the premises server 204, or any other computing device. Additionally, the premises server 204 may



browser. Referring now to FIGS. 2A and 2B, an actual embodiment of a fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200 formed in accordance with the present invention will be described. In accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present invention, the fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200



obtain data to be archived from other sources, such as third



party monitoring systems, and the like.



provides for fault tolerant data warehousing functionality. More speci?cally, the data warehouse environment 200 can provide one or more components operable to direct the trans mission of data to an alternate, or substitute, data warehouse repository in response to a system failure or interruption.



More speci?cally, in the event that a system fault prevents the collection of data by a primary data warehouse, the data warehouse environment 200 is operable to designate one or



20



more of the system components as alternative data ware



houses and redirect the ?ow of the data to the alternative data



warehouses. Additionally, the data warehouse environment 200 may initiate the redirection of data to an alternative data warehouse upon receipt of a user request. For example, a system administrator may initiate the redirection of data to an



25



alternative data warehouse to provide for maintenance of the primary data warehouse. However, one skilled in the relevant art will appreciate that the fault tolerant data warehouse envi ronment 200 is illustrative in nature and should not be con



30



strued as limiting. With reference now to FIG. 2A, the fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200 includes a number of premises 202, such as a building, or group of buildings, that are asso ciated with an identi?able logical location on a network. Each logical location can generate data to be transferred to a data



warehouse, such as for archival purposes. For example, a premises 202 can correspond to a geographic location that can be viewed as a single logical location within the fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200. In an illustrative embodiment of the present invention, each premises 202 is associated with a premises server 204. The premises server 204 may be local to each premises 202 or otherwise in communication with a premises 202. Each pre mises server 204 may be in communication with a number of



216 may maintain a data repository 218 and a data warehouse



35



remote from the data warehouse 216. The ticket server 222



40



secure repository of the data warehouse tickets stored in ticket ?les. In an actual embodiment of the present invention the vari ous components of the fault tolerant data warehouse environ ment 200 may communicate via a global communication



biometric identi?cation devices, including, but not limited to,



network, such as Internet 20. Alternatively, some or all of the 50



components may communicate via private or semi-private



55



communication networks. FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting an illustrative archi tecture for a premises server 204. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the premises server 204 includes many more components than those shown in FIG. 3. How ever, it is not necessary that all of these generally conventional components be shown in order to disclose an illustrative embodiment for practicing the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the premises server 204 includes a network interface



60



300 for connecting directly to a LAN or a WAN, or for



65



connecting remotely to a LAN or WAN. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the network includes the necessary circuitry for such a connection, and is also con structed for use with the TCP/IP protocol, the particular net work con?guration of the LAN or WAN it is connecting to,



tors, motion detectors, audio detectors, metal detectors,



can include conventional panic buttons, global positioning satellite (“GPS”) locators, other geographic locators, medical indicators, and vehicle information systems. The monitoring devices 205 can also be integrated with other existing infor mation systems, such as inventory control systems, account



maintains a data warehouse identity database [222] 224 that includes a number of data warehouse identity tickets. The data warehouse identity tickets includes information operable to identify and initialize a data warehouse 216 with which a given premises server 204 may interact. In an actual embodi ment of the present invention the ticket server 222 provides a



archived. In an illustrative embodiment of the present inven



explosive detectors and/or infrared detectors. Still further, the monitoring devices 205 may include pressure-sensitive mats or planar surfaces. Still further, the monitoring devices 205



warehouse environment 200 may also include a number of ticket servers [220] 222. In an illustrative embodiment of the



present invention, the ticket servers [220] 222 are logically



tion, the monitoring devices 205 can include one or more



devices, DNA identi?cation devices, and the like. The moni toring devices 205 can also include smoke, ?re and carbon monoxide detectors. The monitoring devices 205 can further include door and window access detectors, glass break detec



tive embodiment of the present invention, the data warehouse ticket location database 220. With continued reference to FIG. 2B, the fault tolerant data



monitoring devices 205 operable to generate data to be



voice identi?cation devices, image capture devices (e.g., video motion capture and still image capture), microphones, ?ngerprint identi?cation devices, retinal identi?cation



The premises server 204 may also be in communication with a local data repository 206, a data warehouse ticket location database 208, a data warehouse identity ticket data base 210, and a data warehouse control data database 212. Further, the premises 202 can include a client computer 214 operable to communicate with the premises server 204 and additional components of the fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200. With reference now to FIG. 2B, the fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200 may also include a number of data warehouses 216 that are operable to obtain and store data from the premises servers 204 of the environment and that are physically, and or logically, remote from a premises server. In an illustrative embodiment of the present invention, the pre mises server 204 may interact, such as sending and receiving data, with a single data warehouse 216 at one time. Con versely, a data warehouse 216 may interact, or otherwise be associated, with multiple premises servers 204. In an illustra



ing systems, reservation systems, point-of-sale terminals/sys



and a particular type of coupling medium. The premises



tems, and the like. It will be apparent to one skilled in the



server 204 may also be equipped with a modem for connect
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ing to the Internet through a point-to-point protocol (“PPP”)



The data warehouse 216 also includes a processing unit 402, an optional display 404 and a mass memory 406, all connected via a communication bus, or other communication device. The mass memory 406 generally comprises a RAM,



connection or a serial-line Internet protocol (“SLIP”) connec tion as known to those skilled in the art.



The premises server 204 also includes a processing unit 302, an optional display 304, a device interface 306 and a



ROM, and a permanent mass storage device, such as a hard



mass memory 308, all connected via a communication bus, or



disk drive, tape drive, optical drive, ?oppy disk drive, or



other communication device. The device interface 306 includes hardware and software components that facilitate interaction with a variety of the monitoring devices via a



combination thereof. The mass memory 406 stores an oper



ating system 408 for controlling the operation of the data warehouse 216. It will be appreciated that this component may comprise a general-purpose server operating system.



variety of communication protocols including TCP/IP, X10,



The mass memory 406 also stores program code and data



digital I/O, RS-232, RS-485 and the like. Additionally, the



for interfacing with various premises servers 204 and pro cessing the monitoring device data received from the pre



device interface 306 facilitates communication via a variety



of communication mediums including telephone land lines, wireless networks (including cellular, digital and radio net



mises servers. More speci?cally, the mass memory 406 stores



a premises server interface application 410 in accordance with the present invention for communicating with a number of premises servers 204. The premises server interface appli



works), cable networks and the like. In an actual embodiment



of the present invention, the device interface 306 is imple mented as a layer between the server hardware and software



cation 410 includes computer-executable instructions that,



applications utilized to control the individual monitoring



when executed by the data warehouse 216 obtains and trans mits device data as will be explained below in greater detail. The mass memory 406 also stores a data processing applica tion 412 for processing data received by the data warehouse



devices. It will be understood by one skilled in the relevant art



20



that alternative interface con?gurations may be practiced with the present invention. The mass memory 308 generally comprises a RAM, ROM,



[416] 216. The operation of the data processing application



and a permanent mass storage device, such as a hard disk



412 will be described in greater detail below. It will be appre ciated that these components may be stored on a computer readable medium and loaded into the memory of the premises



drive, tape drive, optical drive, ?oppy disk drive, or combi



25



nation thereof. The mass memory 308 stores an operating



system 310 for controlling the operation of the premises



server using a drive mechanism associated with the com



server 204. It will be appreciated that this component may comprise a general-purpose server operating system as is known to those skilled in the art, such as UNIX, LINUXTM, or Microsoft WINDOWS NT®. The mass memory 308 also stores program code and data



puter-readable medium, such as a ?oppy, CD-ROM, DVD 30



for interfacing with various monitoring devices 206 and for



transmitting the monitoring device data. More speci?cally, the mass memory 308 stores a device interface application



ROM drive, or network drive 400. FIG. 5 is a block diagram depicting an illustrative archi tecture for a ticket server 222. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the ticket server 222 includes many more components then those shown in FIG. 5. However, it is not



necessary that all of these generally conventional components 35



be shown in order to disclose an illustrative embodiment for



312 in accordance with the present invention for obtaining monitoring device data from a variety of devices and for manipulating the data for processing. The device interface



practicing the present invention. The ticket server 222 includes a network interface 500 for connecting directly to a



application 312 comprises computer-executable instructions



WAN. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the network interface 500 includes the necessary circuitry for



which, when executed by the premises server 204 obtains and transmits device data as will be explained below in greater



LAN or a WAN, or for connecting remotely to a LAN or 40



such a connection, and is also constructed for use with the



detail. The mass memory 308 also stores an output interface



TCP/IP protocol, the particular network con?guration of the



application program 314 for transmitting processed device



LAN or WAN it is connecting to, and a particular type of



data to one or more external system components, including the data warehouse 216 and the ticket server 222. The opera



coupling medium. 45



tion of the output interface application 314 will be described in greater detail below. It will be appreciated that these com



device. The mass memory 506 generally comprises a RAM,



ponents may be stored on a computer-readable medium and loaded into the memory of the premises server using a drive



mechanism associated with the computer-readable medium, such as a ?oppy, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM drive, or network drive 300. FIG. 4 is a block diagram depicting an illustrative archi tecture for a data warehouse 216. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the data warehouse 216 includes many more components than those shown in FIG. 4. How ever, it is not necessary that all of these generally conventional components be shown in order to disclose an illustrative



ROM, and a permanent mass storage device, such as a hard 50



ing directly to a LAN or a WAN, or for connecting remotely to a LAN or WAN. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the network interface 400 includes the neces sary circuitry for such a connection, and is also constructed for use with the TCP/IP protocol, the particular network con ?guration of the LAN or WAN it is connecting to, and a



particular type of coupling medium.



disk drive, tape drive, optical drive, ?oppy disk drive, or combination thereof. The mass memory 506 stores an oper



ating system 508 for controlling the operation of the central server. It will be appreciated that this component may com



prise a general-purpose server operating system. 55



The mass memory 506 also stores program code and data



for interfacing with various premises servers 204 and associ ating a data warehouse for each premises server. More spe ci?cally, the mass memory 506 stores a premises server inter



embodiment for practicing the present invention. The data warehouse 216 includes a network interface 400 for connect



The ticket server 222 also includes a processing unit 502, an optional display 504 and a mass memory 506, all con nected via a communication bus, or other communication



face application 510 in accordance with the present invention 60



for communicating with a number of premises servers 204. The premises server interface application 510 includes com



puter-executable instructions which, when executed by the 65



data warehouse 216 obtains and transmits data warehouse assignments as will be explained below in greater detail. The mass memory 506 also stores a data processing application 512 for processing data warehouse assignments for a number



of premises servers 204. The operation of the data processing
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application 512 will be described in greater detail below. It



static ?le that includes pre-assigned alternative premises



will be appreciated that these components may be stored on a



servers 204. Alternatively, the warehouse ticket ?le may be



computer-readable medium and loaded into the memory of the premises server using a drive mechanism associated with the computer-readable medium, such as a ?oppy, CD-ROM,



dynamically generated based upon a variety of factors, including available memory resources of a variety of pre mises servers 204, communication network availability, and the like. In one embodiment, the warehouse ticket ?le may



DVD-ROM drive, or network drive 400. In one aspect of the present invention, each premises server 204 is associated with at least one data warehouse 216 for



also indicate that a particular premises server 204 may serve as its own alternative data warehouse.



transmitting monitoring device data for storage. In an illus



At block 606, the ticket server 222 transmits the identi?ed alternative data warehouse to all applicable premises servers 204. In one embodiment of the present invention, the ticket



trative embodiment of the present invention, a data ware



house 216 is designated as the primary data repository for a premises server 204. The premises server 204 may transmit data as it is generated by the various monitoring devices 205. Additionally, the premises server 204 may initiate a transfer



server 222 may transmit an alternative data warehouse to a



single premises server 204. Additionally, the ticket server 222 may transmit an alternative data warehouse to any number of premises servers 204 that are affected by the event. For



of data upon the occurrence of a condition, such as a pre



example, if only a portion of the communication network is



established time period, or a detected event. The premises server 204 may encode the data to facilitate its transmission over the communication network 20. Additionally, the pre mises server 204 may also utilize various types of additional



encoding for securing the transmission of data. One skilled in



not available, the ticket server 222 may transmit alternative



data warehouses for all premises servers 204 affected by the 20



communication network unavailability. At block 608, the premises server(s) obtain the transmitted



the relevant art will appreciate that transmission of data to a



data warehouse ticket and attempt to contact the designated



data warehouse 216 may include additional implementation details.



embodiment of the present invention, the warehouse ticket



In accordance with the present invention, one or more events may occur that prevent a premises server 204 from



alternate data warehouse at block 610. In an illustrative



25



can include control and contact information that allows the premises server 204 to contact the alternate data warehouse.



transmitting data to a designated primary data warehouse 216. In one aspect of the present invention, hardware, soft



Additionally, the control and contact information may also



ware, and/or communication media errors may prevent a



nate data warehouse. Additionally, some or all of the control



premises server 204 from establishing reliable communica tions with the designated primary data warehouse 216. For



include special processing information for a particular alter



30



example, a data warehouse 216 may detect an error and



attempt to transmit an error noti?cation to its assigned pre mises servers 204. In another example, a premises server 204 may detect an inability to con?rm the proper transmission of data and transmit an error noti?cation to other premises serv ers. In another aspect of the present invention, one or more users from a client computer 214 may implement a reassign ment of a data warehouse 216. For example, a system admin



35



40



in greater detail below, upon the detection of an event that may prevent a premises server 204 from transmitting data, one or more premises servers 204 will be reassigned as alter



native data warehouses to allow for the continuous processing of data by any number of premises servers in the fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200. With reference now to FIGS. 6A and 6B, a routine 600 for the utilization of a fault tolerant data warehouse environment will be described. With reference to FIG. 6A, in response to a disruption between a premises server 204 and a data ware house 216, at block 602, an error message is generated and



45



50



sent to a ticket server 222. In an illustrative embodiment of the



present invention, the error mes sage may be generated by the data warehouse 216 upon the detection of an error condition.



The error message may also be generated by the premises



determine whether the alternate data warehouse is available. If the alternative data warehouse is not available, the routine 600 returns to block 604, where the ticket server 222 attempts to identify another alternate data warehouse. With reference to FIG. 6B, if the alternate data warehouse is available, the premises server 204 begins transmitting data to the alternate warehouse at block 614. At decision block 616, a test is conducted to determine whether primary data warehouse 216 is available. In an illus



istrator may implement a reassignment of a data warehouse



216 to perform scheduled maintenance. As will be explained



information may be stored in the warehouse control archive database 210. At decision block 612, a test is conducted to



55



trative embodiment of the present invention, the premises server 204 may periodically test the communication network to determine whether the primary data warehouse 216 is available. Alternatively, the data warehouse 21 6 may transmit a noti?cation when it is available. If the primary data ware house 216 remains unavailable, the routine 600 returns to block 614. If the primary data warehouse 216 is available, at block 618, the premises server 204 is instructed to begin transmitting data to the primary data warehouse. At block 620, the alternate data warehouse transmits the temporarily stored data to the primary data warehouse. At block 622, the routine 600 terminates. While illustrative embodiments of the invention have been illustrated and described, it will be appreciated that various changes can be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.



server 204 upon the detection of a fault. Still further, the error message may be generated by an authorized user, such as a



The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is claimed are de?ned as follows:



system administrator, utilizing a client computer 214. At block 604, the data processing application 512 of the



1. In a data collection and processing system including two or more premises servers for collecting data and transmitting the data to a primary data warehouse, a method for providing



ticket server 222 identi?es an alternative data warehouse 60



fault tolerant data warehousing, the method comprising:



available for a given premises server 204 associated with the data warehouse 216. In an illustrative embodiment of the



obtaining a set of data to be transmitted to a primary data



present invention, the data processing application 512 obtains a warehouse ticket ?le corresponding to the premises server 204 that indicates another premises server in the fault tolerant data warehouse environment 200 that will serve as an alter



native data warehouse. The warehouse ticket ?le may be a



warehouse; 65



obtaining an indication that the primary data warehouse is inoperable to receive the set of data; obtaining information identifying an alternate data ware house to receive the set of data; and
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12 obtaining an indication that the primary data warehouse



transmitting the set of data to the identi?ed alternate data



warehouse;



can receive data;



transmitting data to the primary data warehouse upon



wherein the alternate data warehouse is selected from the



obtaining the indication; and



two or more premises servers;



suspending data transmission to the alternate data ware house. 13. The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising accessing the database associated with a premises server to obtain information for initializing the alternate data ware



obtaining an indication that the primary data warehouse can receive data;



transmitting data to the primary data warehouse upon



obtaining the indication; and suspending data transmission to the alternate data ware house. 2. The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising



house from the database, and initializing the designated alter nate data warehouse prior to transmitting the set of data. 14. The method as recited in claim 12, wherein accessing a



obtaining information for initializing the alternate data ware house, and initializing the designated alternate data ware house prior to transmitting the set of data. 3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein obtaining



database associated with a premises server to obtain an iden



information identifying an alternate data warehouse includes: transmitting a request to obtain an alternate data warehouse including one or more selection attributes; and



obtaining information identifying an alternate data ware house based upon a processing of the selection attributes. 4. The method as recited in claim 3, wherein the selection attributes correspond to the collected data. 5. The method as recited in claim 3, wherein the selection



20



tion attributes correspond to the premises data. 16. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein the selec 25



attributes correspond to the premises server transmitting the collected data. 6. The method as recited in claim 3, wherein obtaining information identifying an alternate data warehouse based upon a processing of the selection attributes includes obtain



ing a pre-assigned alternate data warehouse corresponding to the selection attributes. 7. The method as recited in claim 3, wherein obtaining information identifying an alternate data warehouse based upon a processing of the selection attributes includes obtain ing a dynamically assigned alternate data warehouse corre sponding to the selection attributes. 8. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the identi?ed alternate data warehouse is not operable to receive data until being assigned as the alternate data warehouse. 9. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein transmitting the set of data to the identi?ed alternate data warehouse includes storing the data locally as the identi?ed alternate data warehouse.



10. A computer-readable [medium] storage device having computer-executable instructions for performing the method



ing a pre-assigned alternate data warehouse corresponding to 30



35



40



includes storing the premises data locally as the identi?ed associated with a premises server is an external database 45



50



recited in claim 12. 23. A computer system having a processor, a memory and



an operating environment, the computer system operable to perform the method recited in claim 12. 24. A system for providing fault tolerant data warehousing



comprising:



prising:



two or more premises servers in communication with a



number of data generating devices, wherein the pre



obtaining a set of data to be transmitted to a primary data



warehouse;



mises servers transmit collected data for storage;



obtaining an indication that the primary data warehouse is inoperable to receive the set of data;



two or more premises servers;



common to all premises in the data collection and processing



system. 22. A computer-readable [medium] storage device having computer-executable instructions for performing the method



mitting the data to a primary data warehouse, a method for providing fault tolerant data warehousing, the method com



associated with the premises server; suspending transmission of data between the premises server and the primary data warehouse; transmitting premises data to the alternate data warehouse; wherein the alternate data warehouse is selected from the



the selection attributes. 18. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein obtaining information identifying an alternate data warehouse based upon a processing of the selection attributes includes obtain ing a dynamically assigned alternate data warehouse corre sponding to the selection attributes. 19. The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the identi ?ed alternate data warehouse is not operable to receive data until being assigned as the alternate data warehouse. 20. The method as recited in claim 12, wherein transmitting the set of data to the identi?ed alternate data warehouse alternate data warehouse. 21. The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the database



two or more premises servers for collecting data and trans



accessing a database associated with a premises server to obtain an identi?cation of an alternate data warehouse



tion attributes correspond to the premises server transmitting the premises data. 17. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein obtaining information identifying an alternate data warehouse based upon a processing of the selection attributes includes obtain



recited in claim 1. 11. A computer system having a processor, a memory and



an operating environment, the computer system operable to perform the method recited in claim 1. 12. In a data collection and processing system including



ti?cation of an alternate data warehouse associated with the premises server includes: transmitting a request to obtain an alternate data warehouse including one or more selection attributes; and obtaining information identifying an alternate data ware house based upon a processing of the selection attributes. 15. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein the selec



a primary data warehouse for receiving the collected data



[from] transmitted by the premises servers; 60



a database server in communication with the premises server for:



providing an identi?cation of an alternate data ware



house upon a failure of the primary data warehouse; causing data to be transmitted to the alternate data ware 65



house upon providing the identi?cation of the failure; providing an identi?cation that the primary data ware house can receive data;
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transmitting data to the primary data warehouse upon



suspending data transmission to the alternate data ware



obtaining the indication; and;



house upon the identi?cation that the primary data



suspending data transmission to the alternate data ware house.



warehouse can receive data; causing data to be transmitted to the primary data ware



house; and



5



wherein the alternate data warehouse is selected from the



by a computing device, cause the computing device to per



two or more premises servers.



form the method ofclaim 33. 35. A methodfor providingfault tolerant data warehous ing, the method comprising:



25. The system as recited in claim 24, wherein the premises server is logically remote from the alternate data warehouse prior to an identi?cation of the alternate warehouse. 26. The system as recited in claim 24, wherein the primary data warehouse is physically remote from the alternate data warehouse. 27. The system as recited in claim 24, wherein the alternate



obtaining an indication that a primary data warehouse is



inoperable to receive data from a ?rst premises server; identiyying an alternate data warehouse to receive the



data; transmitting information identifying the alternate data



data warehouse is preselected to correspond to a particular premises server. 28. The system as recited in claim 27, wherein the system includes at least two alternate data warehouses. 29. The system as recited in claim 24, wherein the alternate data warehouse is dynamically selected to correspond to a



20



to receive data, the ?rst premises server transmits



30. The system as recited in claim 24, wherein a premises



data to the primary data warehouse; and suspends



server serves as its own alternate data warehouse.



3]. In a data collection and processing system including



data transmission to the alternate data warehouse. 25



mitting the data to aprimary data warehouse, a methodfor providingfault tolerant data warehousing, the method com house to receive a set of data when a primary data



by a computing device, cause the computing device to per



30



warehouse is inoperable to receive the set of data; transmitting the set of data to the identified alternate data



two or more premises servers;



38. The method ofclaim 35, wherein identifying an alter nate data warehouse comprises obtaining a dynamically 35



39. The method ofclaim 38, wherein the at least onefactor



can receive data;



transmitting data to the primary data warehouse upon



obtaining the indication; and



40



by a computing device, cause the computing device to per



40. The method of claim 35, wherein the alternate data warehouse comprises a ?rst alternate data warehouse, the



methodfurther comprising: 45



prising:



identified?rst alternate data warehouse; identiyying a second alternate data warehouse to receive



the data; and 50



accessing a database associated with the premises server to obtain an identi?cation of an alternate data ware house associated with the premises server; transmitting premises data to the alternate data ware



house; wherein the alternate data warehouse is selectedfrom the two or more premises servers;



obtaining an indication that the primary data warehouse can receive data;



transmitting information identifying the second alternate data warehouse to the ?rst premises server.



suspending transmission ofdata between a premises server and a primary data warehouse when the primary data warehouse is inoperable to receive data from the pre mises server;



obtaining an indication that the ?rst premises server is unable to establish contact with and transmit data to the



33. In a data collection and processing system including two or more premises servers for collecting data and trans



mitting the data to aprimary data warehouse, a methodfor providingfault tolerant data warehousing, the method com



includes at least one of' available memory resources at a plurality ofpotential alternate data warehouses; or



availability ofa corresponding communication network.



32. A computer-readable storage device having stored thereon, computer-executable instructions that, executed



form the method ofclaim 3].



generated warehouse ticket ?le that identi?es the alternate data warehouse based upon at least one factor.



obtaining an indication that the primary data warehouse



suspending data transmission to the alternate data ware house.



37. The method ofclaim 35, wherein identifying an alter nate data warehouse comprises obtaining a static ?le that includes a pre-assigned alternate data warehousefor the?rst premises server.



warehouse; wherein the alternate data warehouse is selectedfrom the



36. A computer-readable storage device having stored thereon, computer-executable instructions that, executed



form the method ofclaim 35.



prising: obtaining information identifying an alternate data ware



warehouse to the ?rst premises server, wherein: if the primary data warehouse is inoperable to receive data, the ?rst premises server attempts to establish contact with and transmit data to the identified alter nate data warehouse; and



ifthe primary data warehouse is subsequently available



particular premises server.



two or more premises servers for collecting data and trans



34. A computer-readable storage device having stored thereon, computer-executable instructions that, executed



4]. The method of claim 35, wherein the primary data warehouse is inoperable to receive data from the ?rst pre 55



mises server due to a system fault making the primary data warehouse inoperable to receive data from a subset of a



plurality ofpremises servers, the methodfurther comprising: identiyying a corresponding alternate data warehouse to



receive data from each of the subset of the plurality of premises servers; and 60



transmitting information identifying the corresponding alternate data warehouse to each of the subset of the



plurality ofpremises server. *
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